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Environment predictions for locations forwhich bathymetric data ismissing, poor or outdated requires the use of
some sort of representative bathymetric form, usually one that is concave up butmonotonic.We propose and test
a parametric form that superimposes realistic sand bars (Ruessink et al., 2003b) on a background profile that
mixes a concave up nearshore with a planar far field behavior. Implementation at any new site involves estima-
tion of five parameters, three that can be found from approximate information from climatology or old offshore
charts, one that can be estimated by almost any remote sensing modality and one, hsea that is less well under-
stood but mostly affects deeper bathymetry that has little impact on the resulting surf zone hydrodynamics.
Tests against several hundred surveys at three diverse locations show that bathymetry is better estimated by
the newbarred form thanwith a previousmonotonic profiles in about 80% of cases. The remaining cases are usually
associatedwith the parametric prediction of bars that look realistic but are out of phase. The presence of parametric
bars has an even greater impact on predicted hydrodynamics sincewave breaking is concentrated at sand bar loca-
tions. Modeled cross-shore transects of alongshore current and wave height over the measured survey profile are
well represented by modeled transects over the barred parametric form but not for results over a Dean profile.
The peak alongshore current strength and location are particularly sensitive to the presence of a sand bar.
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1. Introduction

A primary goal of research in the nearshore zone (defined here as
the region where waves are significantly affected by the bottom) is to
predict the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics driven by waves
propagating over sandy beaches. Response depends strongly on the
pre-existing bathymetry, a variable that can be measured only with
great effort and that changes rapidly on time scales that range from
days to weeks under wave and storm forcing, to decades and centuries
under changing climate and sea level. Given the impracticality of mea-
suring or predicting these changes over time, there is a clear need to de-
velop parametric forms for bathymetry that approximate the important
features of beach form as it affects hydrodynamics. The most common
class of assumed parametric forms is equilibrium beach profiles (EBP),
technically the asymptotic shape approached by a beach profile under
constant forcing, but other climatologically-representative forms could
also be used as long as they represent typical (preferred) forms under
natural forcing.

Equilibrium beach profile forms have been studied extensively as a
most plausible proxy for cases of unknown or poorly known bathymetry
and also for long-term applications such as beach response to sea level

rise (seeÖzkan-Haller and Brundidge (2007) for a recent review). Ideally,
the shape of an EBP is found from an assumed depth-dependent sedi-
ment transport equation by finding the profile shape forwhich the trans-
port is equal to zero everywhere, for example as done by Bowen (1980).
However, they are more commonly just simple parametric forms with
desirable characteristics such as being concave upward.

The best known EBP form is the power law approach first proposed
by Bruun (1954) but commonly referred to as the Dean profile due to
his extensive field investigations into the problem (e.g. Dean, 1991)

h ¼ Ax
2=3 ð1Þ

Here h is depth, x is cross-shore distance from the shoreline and A is a
dimensional constant thatwas found to depend on an assumed uniform
sediment grain size (see, for example, Dean, 1987). This form was em-
pirical but motivated by the concept that transport should redistribute
sediment such that the breaking dissipation per unit volume will be
constant. This model has the advantage of simplicity, has only one
parameter that can be determined, in principle, from local site informa-
tion, and represents the expected concave-up form typically found on
wave-dominated beaches. However, the slope at the shoreline is infi-
nite, a problem in some calculations, and decreases continually offshore
making it hard to match the typical planar continental shelf outside the
nearshore wave zone. Thus the model is typically applied only over a
limited cross-shore span.
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Several alternate forms have been proposed to deal with the
shoreline singularity. Larson and Kraus (1989) suggested a form that
superimposed a planar shallow water component with an offshore
Dean form. Özkan-Haller and Brundidge (2007) suggested a modifica-
tion to further limit the influence of the planar component to shallow
water. Bodge (1992) and Komar and McDougal (1994) suggested an
exponential form as a preferred solution that exhibited finite slope at
the shoreline and a desired concave up profile. However, profiles unre-
alistically flattened to a horizontal surface offshore.

The solutions discussed above capture desirable characteristics for
long-term average profile shape so they can be useful for investigations
of long-term sediment volume response, for example, to rising sea level.
However, they cannot represent the near-ubiquitous presence of sand
bars. Since wave dissipation is focused over bars, hydrodynamic predic-
tions such as nearshore circulation or peak wave height made using
beach profiles that omit these features will have little value.

Ruessink et al. (2003b; hereafter RWHKvE03) investigated the
possibility of representing barred profiles by analyzing extensive data
sets from six beaches around the world and developing a general equa-
tion (described in the section below) that represented sand bars in
terms of a sinusoidal function with spatially varying amplitude and
wavelength. This bar function, hbar, is superimposed on an underlying
background bathymetry, h0, that might be derived from long-term
average data or from one of the EBP equations noted above. Thus the
total bathymetry would be

h x; tð Þ ¼ h0 xð Þ þ hbar h0; tð Þ ð2Þ

where we have assumed only a cross-shore dependence (alongshore
variability would be represented by implementing Eq. (2) in an along-
shore variable way). Because the bar function is formulated in terms
of depth, the selected h0 must be a reasonable representation of the
time-mean bathymetry at the site.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. The first is to introduce a new
EBP form that satisfies the requirements of a) finite shoreline slope, b) a
concave up form in wave-dominated shallow waters, and c) an asymp-
totic planar slope in the far field. The second is to develop and test
methods to apply the combined bathymetry model (Eq. (2), combining
the new background EBP model with the barred model of RWHKvE03)
at any site, where themain required input for any realization is a single
bar location estimate such as can be determined from wave breaking
patterns detected in remote sensing images.

The next section describes the new EBP model and the methods for
superimposing the Ruessinkmodel with minimal inputs. This is follow-
ed by a section testing the resulting bathymetry predictions using data
from three natural beaches and a section comparing hydrodynamic pre-
dictions using parametric profiles with those from measured profiles.
Thereafter follow discussion and conclusions.

2. EBP profile model

2.1. EBP background profile model

We require a parametric background profile that is concave near the
shore but asymptotes to a planar form offshore, mimicking the transi-
tion from shapes that are associated with waves versus geological
shelf processes. We propose a mix of a planar formwith an exponential
shoreward component,

h0 ¼ αþ βþ γ exp −kxð Þ ð3Þ

and refer to this as a composite profile. As for the Dean Eq. (1), we
assume a shore-based coordinate system so h = 0 at x = 0 and Eq. (3)
can be re-written

h0 ¼ γ exp −kxð Þ−1½ � þ βx: ð4Þ

Here β, γ and k are three unknown empirical coefficients. Thus,
three boundary conditions are needed.

It will be assumed that the value forβ, the asymptotic offshore beach
slope, can be estimated independently from charts or other information
to be β0. Similarly, we will assume that depth, h′, is known at some lo-
cation, x′ (which can be anywhere on the profile but should be repre-
sentative of the background, average, profile depth so should best be a
point seaward of the active sand bar zone). Thus,

hx0 ¼ γ exp −kx
0� �
−1

h i
þ β0x

0
: ð5Þ

The third boundary equation could also be based on another known
depth but it is likely that any shoreward point that could help constrain
the exponential part of the profile will be influenced by temporally
varying sand bars. Instead, the final boundary condition was solved by
assuming that the shoreline beach slope was known or could be easily
determined. Taking the derivative of Eq. (4) to find slope

dh0

dx
¼ −γk exp −kxð Þ þ β0: ð6Þ

If the shoreline slope is βs, we have

βs ¼ −γkþ β0: ð7Þ

Note that βs must be an estimated climatological slope, not an
instantaneous fluctuating value. Eqs. (5) and (7) can be solved simulta-
neously (numerically) to find k and γ. If the profile is convex up (β0 in-
tersects the shoreline above z=0) the solution is imaginary and a plane
slope is substituted from x′ to the shoreline.

Fig. 1 shows an example comparison between the Dean and com-
posite background profiles along with an example bathymetry from
Duck, NC, on September 16, 2009. The addition of the exponential
term allows more profile curvature close to the shoreline and corrects
a Dean profile problem of under-predicting shallow water depths.
Since the bar profile, described below, depends on depth, this change
is important to nearshore bar parameterization. Note that nearshore
curvature can also be better estimated by using different exponents in

Fig. 1. Comparison of the Dean (red solid), the composite (blue dashed) background pro-
file and the parametric barred profile (solid blue; discussed below)with an example CRAB
survey transect (black solid) from Duck, NC, Sept 16, 2009 (y = 822 m). Neither back-
ground form is capable of representing the sand bars although the composite profile has
a much lower bias, especially near the shore. The red asterisk indicates the automatically
selected xb for this profile, discussed below.
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Eq. (1), but offshore slopes become correspondingly flattened and the
Dean form is typically unable to represent both nearshore and offshore
slopes.

2.2. Bar profile model

RWHKvE03 proposed a depth-dependent parametric form for natu-
ral sand bars

hbar h0; tð Þ ¼ −S h0ð ÞR tð Þ cos θ h0ð Þ−ψ tð Þ½ � ð8Þ

where S(h0) and R(t) are the spatial and temporal variability of the sand
bar profile envelope and the bar function is of a cosine form. The argu-
ment of the cosine includes θ (h0) that determines the spatial bar
lengths (not the envelope of bar amplitude) and ψ(t) that determines
temporal changes in bar location. RWHKvE03 then used extensive
survey data from six beaches in three countries to develop analytical
forms for S, R and θ.

They found that bar amplitude changes over timewere small (i.e. bars
change position muchmore than they grow or decay), so R(t) was set to
1.0 (this agreeswith early observations by Plant et al. (2001)). The spatial
envelope of bar amplitudewaswellmodeled by a skewedGaussian of the
form

S ¼ δþ Smax−δð Þ exp
− 1− h0−hshore

hsea−hshore

� �a
−b

� �2

c

2
6664

3
7775: ð9Þ

Instead of being an explicit function of x, it depends on the back-
ground (mean) depth, h0, everywhere in the transect (a function of x).
The maximum size of the Gaussian is given by Smax and the bar ampli-
tudes are only considered significant if they exceed a noise floor thresh-
old of δ, taken empirically as 0.3. hshore and hsea are the landward and
seaward limits of significant bar activity (amplitude N δ). a, b and c are
found empirically to be 0.53, 0.57 and 0.09 respectively and it was
determined that

Smax ¼ 0:2hsea: ð10Þ

No universal values were found for hshore and hsea so site-specific
values were found by least squares fit to data sets for each site.

RWHKvE03 limited their parametric model data fitting to only
the regions of significant sand bar signal (S N δ), neglecting regions
landward of hshore and seaward hsea. For forward model applications
discussed herein where noise is not an issue, bathymetric profiles
must be predicted over all depths, so implementation choices must be
made for S(h0) in these domains. An exponential decay was invoked
seaward of hsea, matching the slope and value at that location to de-
termine coefficients. For the landward region (h b hshore), we require
that h = 0 at the shoreline, x = 0 (shore-based coordinate system)
and that S = δ at h = hshore, so we replace the constant offset, δ, in
Eq. (9) with a linear ramp. We must adjust Smax accordingly so that
S = Smax at the appropriate location. The resulting modified form is

S ¼ δ
x
xoff

þ Smax‐δ
xmax

xoff

� �
exp

− 1− h0−hshore

hsea−hshore

� �a
−b

� �2

c

2
6664

3
7775 ð11Þ

where xmax is the x location at which the exponential function is a
maximum.We recognize that these adjustments to allow predictions
at both ends of the profile are ad hoc, but feel that they are sensible.

While S describes the amplitude of bars as a function of depth, the
cosine term, cos[θ(h0) − ψ(t)], models the actual sand bar form. If we
compare to a typical spatial form cos(2πx/L) = cos(kx), we see that

the local wavenumber, k (equal to 2π/L where L is the local bar wave-
length), can be found everywhere as the gradient of phase (dθ / dx).
Inversely, the required phase structure can be found as

θ xð Þ ¼
Z x

xoff

2π
L xð Þ dx ð12Þ

where the integral starts from the offshore limit of the domain and pro-
ceeds inward to every x, using the depth, h0, at each x location. Bar
wavelengths are found to be surprisinglywell predicted by an empirical
relationship

L h0ð Þ ¼ aL exp bLh0 xð Þð Þ ð13Þ

where best fit values of aL and bL are found to be 100 and 0.27, respec-
tively (Ruessink et al., 2003b).

The only remaining unknown, and the only variable to be measured
in order tomodel the bar at any time, is the temporal phase,ψ(t). Exam-
ining Eq. (8), we see that bar crests (defined as the minimum depths of
the bar function) will occur when the argument of the cosine equals
zero. Thus, if we can independently identify a bar position, xb, we can
find

ψ tð Þ ¼ θ xbð Þ ð14Þ

where θ was found using Eq. (10). With this, all the components of
Eq. (8) are known and the bar function for any background profile
was determined. Summing the backgroundprofilewith the bar function
(Eq. (2)) yields a beach profile that we refer to as a “barred profile”
whose fit to example measured bathymetries will be tested below.

The equations above make use of twelve parameters, three for the
background profile (β, γ and k, assuming a shore-based coordinate sys-
tem) and nine for the bar function (hsea, hshore, δ, a, b, c, aL, bL and xb). By
comparison, the Dean profile (Eq. (1)), which can only be directly com-
pared to composite background profile, appears to require only one
parameter although it really represents two degrees of freedom, A,
and the exponent of x which has been empirically fit to the 2/3 value.
Thus, it appears that most of the apparent complexity lies in the bar
function. In fact, six parameters are considered universal and are
known by the six-beach calibrations from the original Ruessink et al.,
2003a paper (δ, a, b, c, aL, bL), two are site dependent ((hsea, hshore)
and one (xb) varies in time so they must be determined for any realiza-
tion. It was also determined that the value of hshore, the landward limit
of significant bar activity thatwas required for theRuessink EOF analysis
of noisy data, could safely be set to 0.0 without harming forward model
predictions. Table 1 lists the required parameters and how values were
selected.

Table 1
List of parameters for parametricmodel aswell as values ormethods for determining their
values. Thefirst four values require regional knowledge, for example from chartswhile the
fifth value (bar position)must be determined by the user, for example from the location of
breaking over a sand bar as seen by remote sensing imagery. The final seven parameters
were derived in a six-beach calibration in RWHKvE03.

Parameter Value

β0 Offshore slope from chart data
γ Numerical solution based on single offshore depth and shoreline slope
k
hsea Site knowledge
xb User selected bar location
hshore 0.0
δ 0.3
a 0.53
b 0.57
c 0.09
aL 100.0
bL 0.27
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3. Field data tests

The above parametric barred beach forms were compared against
measured bathymetry data collected from three U.S. field sites, Duck,
North Carolina, beaches from U.S. Pacific Northwest (PNW; southern
Washington and northern Oregon), and Eglin Air Force Base (AFB),
Florida. The objective was to compare the ability of the composite
barred profile to fit natural observations with that of the simpler Dean
form and also to determine the relative merits of hydrodynamic predic-
tions made using each parametric form.

For typical applications, the bar crest position, xb, would be deter-
mined from breaking patterns in remote sensing imagery as has been
done for years with Argus video imagery (e.g. Lippmann and Holman,
1989; van Enckevort and Ruessink, 2001). However, for the current
tests against ground truth surveys, the additional link to imagery was
extraneous, and it was decided to estimate xb directly from the survey
data as the location of maximum deviation between the survey data
(smoothed with a loess filter with 20 m smoothing scale) and the
estimated composite profile. Tomake the processmore robust, the larg-
est absolute deviation was found over the range of candidate depths
(out to hsea) and set to a bar for positive deviations (θ(x) − ψ(t) = 0)
or a trough for negative deviations (θ(x) − ψ(t) = π). Note that only
a single xb position was found per survey profile and the entire cross-
shore barred profile (potentially multiple bars and troughs) than pre-
dicted using Eqs. (8) and (2).

For the Dean profile, the value of A was found by forcing the curve
through the offshore point [xsea, hsea], the same point used to constrain
the composite profile, that represents offshore data that could be ex-
tracted from a chart for poorly known locations.

Several measures were used to compare parametric models with
ground truth data. Bias and rootmean square (rms) error are traditional
and easy to interpret measures. However, themeasurement of sand bar
variability can be more difficult since a well-predicted bar shape that is
spatially misplaced can give a larger rms bathymetry error than a
monotonic beach form that predicts no bars at all. However, since
hydrodynamics depend strongly on bathymetric gradients, for
example, through gradients of radiation stress, the presence of this
non-monotonic variability is vital to good hydrodynamics predictions.
In other words, if bathymetry is represented in terms of wavenumber
spectra, the hydrodynamic impact of bar features increases with an in-
crease in wavenumber up to bathymetric wavelengths that are shorter
than the incident waves. To assess the spectral representation of near-
shore bathymetry, we compute the Fourier transform of the detrended
nearshore bathymetry and compare the magnitude of the first six spa-
tial Fourier coefficients of parametric versus surveyed bathymetry.
The results are presented in terms of the regression slope, m, of para-
metric versus surveyed Fourier coefficients with a value of 1.0 being a
perfect slope, and the R2 of the fit. In all cases we compare statistics
from parametric barred profiles with those of unbarred (composite
and Dean) profiles. We recognize that unbarred profiles make no pre-
tense of representing bars, so the comparison is unfair, but we still use
the unbarred statistics as a comparison baseline.

In a later section of this paper, the importance of proper representa-
tion of bar-scale features on resulting hydrodynamics will be reinforced
by comparing modeled hydrodynamic variables over surveyed, para-
metric barred and parametric unbarred profiles.

All performance measures were computed from the shoreline to
hsea, the active volume of sand bar variability.

3.1. Duck, NC, example

Tests were carried out using 15 CRAB surveys collected between
May 2009 and August 2011 at Duck, NC, roughly one every twomonths.
Each survey consisted of 26 profiles, all ofwhich had roughly 3.5m sam-
pling and spanned to at least 8 m depth, roughly 600 m from shore.
Tests have shown the vertical accuracy of CRAB surveys to be 5 cm

(Birkemeier andMason, 1984). The presence of the FRF pier at themid-
dle of the research property has been found to introduce severe
bathymetry anomalies (e.g. Plant et al., 1999) so the region within
200 m of the pier was excluded from analyses (as was also done in
Ruessink et al., 2003a), leaving 18 profiles.

Since many profiles were available, required climatological input
parameters were found from the data. For each survey and each along-
shore profile, the shoreline location, xs, and offshore location, xsea, were
found as the cross-shore locations where h = 0 and h = hsea, respec-
tively. The value of βs was found as the mean slope in the vertical
range of ±0.5 m around xs while the offshore slope, βsea, was taken as
themean slope between xsea and the seaward limit of the survey. Values
for the 15 surveys were averaged to yield climatological values.

Fig. 1 shows an example barred parametric profile. The rms and bias
errors between the barred and surveyed profiles were 0.19 and 0.02 m,
considerably better than predictions from unbarred Dean (0.59 and
−0.37 m) and composite (0.53 and −0.04 m) forms discussed above
(see Table 2 for a summary of all performance statistics). The composite
form has considerably lower bias than the Dean result. This represents a
quite good example prediction, within the upper 5th percentile in rms
error and 10th percentile in bias. For comparison, Fig. 2 shows a typical
example (rms error–global rms error of 0.48 m). The bar structure is
well represented but the outer bar/trough is incorrectly located. Still,
the rms and bias between the barred model and survey were 0.45 and
−0.12 m, respectively, better than that of just the composite profile
(0.58 and −0.18 m) or the Dean profile (0.77 and −0.59 m). Presum-
ably, the parametric bars would be important to predicted hydrody-
namics (discussed below).

Themultiple surveys and longshore locations allowed 253 compari-
sons (31 were unusable due to missing profiles or short survey
transects) including many that showed bar morphologies that were
not well represented by the climatological Ruessink et al. form. Never-
theless, for 78% of the comparisons, the rms fit was improved using
the barred parametric form with composite background compared to
the Dean equation while the bias was improved in 97% of the cases.
Similarly, the composite profile alone improved the rms and bias in
87% and 97% of the cases over the Dean profile. The global rms and
bias errors associated with the various parametric forms are listed in
Table 2 and show the parametric barred profile to have the lowest
error. Cases where the barred profile was worse than the simpler
Dean profiles, despite a lack of bars in the latter, were primarily caused
by the predicted and surveyed bars being out of phase. Since one of the
bar crest locations was correctly located by definition, since it was a
model input, themisplacement of other bars can only occur if thewave-
length function, Eq. (13), was inappropriate for that particular survey.
The reason for this occasional deviation is not known.

Duck profiles usually exhibit one dominant barwith amore subdued
second bar offshore, so the Fourier (spectral) representation of bathym-
etry was dominated by the first few Fourier coefficients. Not surprising-
ly, in 93% of cases the spectral shape of nearshore bathymetry was
better represented by the parametric barred form than the monotonic
Dean profile. The best fit regression slope (Table 2) between the
first six parametric and surveyed Fourier magnitudes averaged 0.68
(R2 = 0.61), much closer to the ideal 1.0 than the mean slope when
comparing the Dean background profile and survey Fourier magnitudes
(0.25).

3.2. The role of hsea

The main unknown climatological parameter is hsea, defined by
RWHKvE03 as the seaward limit of significant bar activity (S N δ). The
selection of hsea has two consequences; it defines the seaward limit of
the bar envelope and it also determines the maximum amplitude,
Smax, of the bars (Eq. (10)). In addition, in this paper, the fit statistics
are also calculated over depths from 0 to hsea, introducing an analysis
sensitivity. Like hshore, the criterion for choosing the value of hsea as a
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threshold for separating signal from noise in datamay be less applicable
to the current case of forward modeling parametric profiles in the ab-
sence of noise. Thus a range of possible values were investigated. Fig. 3
shows example barred profiles for a variety of hsea values, illustrating
this sensitivity.

RWHKvE03 found that hsea = 3.9 provided the best fit to noisy data
at Duck, NC. Table 3 compares the fit statistics using four different test
values of hsea. We conclude that a higher value gives a better combina-
tion of rms andbias error andhaveused hsea=4.5 for best performance.
This is about 15% larger than the published value.

3.3. Pacific Northwest examples

Cross-shore profiles were supplied by the Nearshore Morphology
Monitoring group at Oregon State University for three beaches in the
Columbia River region of the Pacific Northwest. 6 profiles were from
Clatsop Plains, Oregon, just south of the Columbia River, 24 were from
Long Beach, Washington, just north of the Columbia, and 8 were from
Grayland Beach, north of the Columbia between Willipa Bay and
Grays Harbor. All data were collected by combining jet ski fathome-
ter data (boat position determined by RTK GPS) with subaerial to-
pography collected using RTK-GPS mounted on an ATV (Ruggiero
et al., 2005, 2007). The overall systemvertical accuracy is approximate-
ly 0.15 m (Ruggiero, pers. comm.). All data were collected between July
28 and August 24, 2010, in the late summer during times of shoreward
accretion.

Required parameters were determined from the data as follows.
Shoreline and offshore locations, xs and xseawere determined from indi-
vidual profiles, mimicking the determination of xs from a remote sens-
ing source and xsea from charts as some reasonable contour seaward
of the sand bar zone. hsea was visually determined as a reasonable sea-
ward limit of bar activity and varied by beach (6.0 m Clatsop, 6.0
Grayland and 9.0 Long Beach). βs was estimated as a climatological
value for each beach and was found as the alongshore average of the
mean shoreline slopes over the mean tide range (z = 1.0 ± 1.5 m).
Similarly, βsea was the alongshore-average for each beach of the slope
between xsea and the seaward limit of survey data. One sand bar location,
xb, for each profile was determined as the location of a local maximum in
the deviation profile (survey data minus composite background profile)
within the sand bar region.

Fig. 4 shows two example surveys from Grayland Beach along with
composite and Dean background profiles and the parametric barred
profile. For both cases (and always), a single selected bar location (red
asterisk) determines the phase of the entire cross-shore bar profile
(three bars in this case). The upper panel (line 68) is a good example
for which the barred parametric profile matches the observed locations
for all three bars. rms andbias errors are lower for the barred parametric
profile (0.52, −0.21 m, respectively) than for the unbarred composite
(0.60, −0.15) or Dean (0.68, −0.26) profiles, although the difference
is smaller than might be expected based on the visual match. The
lower panel (line 48) also looks visually plausible but is statistically a
poor fit because the bar wavelengths are not well modeled by equilibri-
um scales so the inner bars are out of phase with the surveyed bars and
the rms error is actually larger (0.74m) than for the unbarred parametric
forms (0.66 m for both composite and Dean background profiles).

Table 2
Summary of fit statistics between parametric (barred, unbarred composite and Dean) and surveyed bathymetry for each of the three beaches. rms and bias errors (meters) are measured
from the shoreline to hsea.m and R2 are the best-fit slope and R2 for thefit between parametric and survey spectral coefficientmagnitudes (ideal ism = 1 and R2 = 1). Three values of hsea

were tested for Eglin AFB. Composite and Dean surveys were tested only for hsea = 8.0 m.

Beach Barred-survey Composite-survey Dean-survey

rms bias m R2 rms bias m R2 rms bias m R2

Duck, NC 0.45 0.02 0.68 0.61 0.47 −0.01 – – 0.60 −0.35 0.25 0.57
PNW 0.95 −0.30 0.91 0.54 1.12 −0.27 – – 1.13 −0.20 0.25 0.70
Eglin AFB
hsea = 6 m 0.62 0.42 0.93 0.92
hsea = 8 m 0.71 0.48 1.24 0.93 1.04 0.74 0.93 0.65 0.31 0.20
hsea = 10 m 0.85 0.58 1.43 0.85

Fig. 2. Second example profile comparing the data (black solid) with the parametric
barred profile (solid blue) for Sept 16, 2009, y= 871m. This examplewas chosen for hav-
ing average performance statistics (rms error 0.45m, bias−0.12m). The dashed blue line
indicates the background composite profile, the red solid line the Dean profile and the red
asterisk the automatically selected bar crest location, xb.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the survey data (black solid line) with predicted barred profiles for
various values of hsea (see legend). Increasing hsea both extends the bar envelope to seaward
and increases the maximum amplitude.
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Computing the statistics for all PNW profile comparisons confirms
the above phase shift issues of multiple-barred beaches (Table 2). Of
the 38 profiles tested, the rms statistics were improved for 28 (73%) of
the barred parametric profiles over the monotonic Dean profile, al-
though the average level of improvement was only 10%. Interestingly,
the improvement was beach dependent with only 50% improvement
for the 14 profiles of Clatsop and Grayland beaches but 87% of the 24
Long Beach profiles. The potential importance to these statistics of late
summer bar disequilibrium will be discussed later. In addition, the
bias for the parametric barred profiles were roughly comparable or
slightly worse (−0.30 m average) than that for the Dean monotonic
profile (−0.20) indicating the sensitivity of the bathymetry-only
comparisons to predicting bars that are out of phase with ground
truth. The consequences of the inclusion of bars to predicted hydrody-
namics will be explored in the next section.

Spectral comparisons were much more clear and measure the
presenceof variability at sandbarwavelengths rather than the correct
phase (Table 2). In comparing the magnitudes of the first six Fourier
terms (scales representing from one to six bars in the active bar

zone) for surveyed data versus the parametric barred profile, the re-
gression slopes averaged 0.91 ± 0.22 (1 std), much closer to the
ideal 1.0 than the regression slope between theDeanbackgroundpro-
file and surveyed bathymetry (mean slope 0.25± 0.07). Themean R2

of the parametric barred regressions was 0.54. Thus the parametric
barred form does a good job representing the bathymetric variability
at the sand bar scale for these beaches.

Table 3
Bulk performance statistics for the different parametric models (barred, composite
unbarred and Dean). The last two columns compare the fit statistics of the Dean profile
to that of both the barred and composite unbarred profiles, simply counting the
percentage of profiles for which each out-performed the Dean profile fit in rms and bias
statistics.

Hsea Barred
rms (bias)

Composite
rms (bias)

Dean
rms (bias)

Barred
% better
rms/bias

Composite
% better
rms/bias

3.5 0.43 (0.12) 0.61 (0.24) 0.61 (−0.15) 83/79 49/77
4.0 0.44 (0.02) 0.57 (0.08) 0.63 (−0.30) 81/87 69/87
4.5 0.45 (0.02) 0.47 (−0.01) 0.61 (−0.37) 78/97 89/97
5.0 0.55 (0.21) 0.48 (0.17) 0.55 (−0.26) 57/96 70/96

Fig. 4. Comparison of surveyed bathymetry (black) with parametric barred predictions (blue solid) and composite (blue dashed) and Dean (red)monotonic background profiles. The red
asterisk marks the bar position used to set the cross-shore phase of the bar.

Fig. 5. Bathymetry for Eglin AFB, showing survey data (black), composite (blue dashed)
and Dean (red) background profiles as well as barred parametric profiles based on three
different values of hsea.
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3.4. Eglin AFB

The final data set came from Eglin Air Force Base, at Fort Walton,
Florida, on the Gulf of Mexico. Data were collected in January 2009,
using a jet ski system similar to that described above. Initial data were
smoothed by loess interpolation to a 10 × 10 m grid spanning 600 m
in the across-shore and longshore directions and rotated to a shore-
normal coordinate system. The data were then alongshore-averaged
to yield a single cross-shore profile which showed two sand bars
(Fig. 5).

As before, the shoreline location is assumed to be observable so was
taken from thedata. Similarly, an offshore pointwas taken from thedata
at x=500m,mimicking the idea of extracting a contour from a nautical
chart or similar source. Shoreline and offshore beach slopes were found
using the same approach as for the PNWbeaches. Unlike the other sites,

the Eglin profile featured a convex-up background profile so the com-
posite background was automatically replaced by a linear slope from
the offshore to the shoreline contours. The value of xb, the sand bar lo-
cation, was manually chosen as 280 m, corresponding to the crest of
the outer bar. There is little environmentally-based guidance for the
value of hsea, the seaward depth limit of the active bar zone. Ruessink
et al. (2003b) list best fit values for six beaches that average 5.96 m ex-
cluding the anomalously low value for Duck. However the observed
profile shows bars out to at least 10 m depth (Fig. 5). Thus, parametric
barred profiles were produced for test values of hsea of 6.0, 8.0 and
10.0 m (Fig. 5).

In all the three cases, the fit to survey data is visually very good
(Table 2). rms (and bias) errors for the parametric barred profiles for
these cases were 0.62 (0.42), 0.71 (0.48) and 0.85 (0.58) m, respective-
ly, certainly improved over the 0.93 (0.65) m rms (and bias) error for

Fig. 6. Cross-shore profiles of bathymetry (upper panel), longshore current (middle panel) and significantwave height (bottom panel) computed for the true and parameterized bathym-
etries. Current and wave height decay for the barred profile is a much better approximation of truth than the broad current and slowwave height decay predicted for the unbarred para-
metric models. Asterisks indicate the locations of maximum bar deviation from the background profile (top panel), of maximum current (middle panel), and wave height values at the
ground truth bar location (bottom panel).
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the Dean profile. Comparisons of the magnitudes of the first six Fourier
coefficients between parametric and survey data form for the three
values of hsea showed best fit slopes (0.92, 1.24 and 1.43) that were
much closer to the ideal slope of 1.0 than the Dean profile slope of
(0.31). R2 values of all fits were high.

A secondary effect of changing hsea is its effect on the attenuation of
the offshore bar and consequently the offshore bar crest location. Since
crest location is defined in terms of the cosine in the bar function, it may
not completely correspond to the location of minimum total depth, h.
This issue is lessened if inner bar locations are chosen in shallower
water.

4. Hydrodynamic modeling

While a simplified representation of bathymetry is valuable on its
own, the largest benefit of improved bathymetry is the associated im-
provements to hydrodynamic predictions. As is evident below, cross-
shore profiles of wave height and longshore currents computed for a
monotonic beach profile look very different from those on a barred pro-
file where breaking is strongly concentrated over the bars.

To assess the impact of the parameterizations on the nearshore flow,
we use the modeling suite DELFT3D (Lesser et al. 2004; Stelling 1996),
with DELFT3D-FLOW and DELFT3D-WAVE running in coupled mode.
For each profile, a longshore uniform 2D grid was populated with the
bathymetry. The circulation was forced by a parametric wave forcing
with the significant wave height Hsig = 1.5 m, peak period Tp = 10s,
and mean wave direction θm oriented 10° from shore-normal. For
each of the 227 Duck cases, wave heights and longshore currents were
computed for the Dean and barred forms of parametric bathymetry
and compared to the same quantities predicted using the true (survey)
bathymetry.

Fig. 6 shows a good example of hydrodynamic results (bathymetry
bias and rms errors were 0.01 and 0.22 m, respectively, at the top 95%
of all fits). The longshore current (middle panel) predicted using either
the Dean or composite profiles consists of a broad region of current

whose peak location and width are set by the smooth underlying
beach profile. Currents predicted for the true and barred profiles
are much narrower and peak over the sand bar. Similarly, the wave
height transects (bottom panel, Fig. 6) show a gradual decrease of
wave height for the featureless profiles, in contrast with the sharp
wave height decrease observed for the survey and barred beach
profiles.

Several measures of performance were computed and are summa-
rized in Table 3. For longshore currents, the bias and rms error were
computed over the full domain. The average values for the barred
bathymetry (−0.01 and 0.08 m/s) were significantly better than for
the unbarred Dean profile (0.05 and 0.14m/s, respectively). In addition,
the cross-shore location and strength of the peak current were extract-
ed from the full current profiles. Fig. 7 shows the predictions for the
cross-shore location and strength of peak longshore currents for the
surveyed, Dean, and the parametric beach profiles. Currents for the
monotonic Dean profile vary only a small amount dependent on slight
variations of the Dean profile fit at different longshore locations. The lo-
cations of the peak current for the barred and survey profiles are more
variable, in response to the movements of the sand bar. The bias and
rmse for the barred profile predictions (5.2 and 16.3 m) is much better
than for the Dean profile (21.1 and 33.6 m, respectively) and the corre-
lation of peak current position is much higher for barred bathymetry
(0.85) than for the Dean bathymetry (0.12). The results for the strength
of the peak current are less dramatic with the bias and rmse for barred
profiles (0.05 and 0.07 m/s) lower than for the unbarred Dean profile
(0.07 and 0.08 m/s) and current strength estimates improved for 62%
of cases (Table 4).

Computed errors for significant wave height transects were also im-
proved by using the barred profile (bias−0.02m and rmse 0.11m) com-
pared to those found using the Dean model bathymetry (bias −0.07
and rmse 0.15 m). Errors were reduced in 82% of cases.

It should be realized that there aremany caseswhere performance is
worsened by the inclusion of parameterized sand bars. In reviewing all
the results, it was found that these cases corresponded to times when

Fig. 7. Cross-shore location (upper) and strength (lower) of peak longshore current for the surveyed and parametric bathymetries.
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the sand bar was of low amplitude, poorly formed or non-existent, and
so inconsistent with the climatological shape. However these occur-
rences were in the minority.

Comparable results for Eglin AFB are shown in Fig. 8. Again, the ad-
dition of sand bars clearly improves the hydrodynamic predictions
over the monotonic composite profile (and the Dean profile, not
shown). Two maxima are now seen in the longshore currents with the
inner peak sharper due to the steeper inner bar profile. Currentmaxima
are well estimated and the locations are close to those for the survey
profile. Similarly, the cross-shore profile of wave height for the barred
parametric beach profile is a very good approximation of that on the
surveyed profile, with wave height decay concentrated in the two re-
gions of the sand bars. By comparison, themonotonic composite profile
shows only a single broad current and wave height decay curve.

Fig. 8 was based on an assumed value of hsea of 8.0 m. The results
were also computed for values of 6.0 and 10.0 m. Reducing hsea to 6.0 m
yielded little change over the inner bar but a noticeable reduction of the

influence of the outer bar. In contrast, increasing hsea to 10.0 m changed
the deeper bathymetry but had essentially no influence on the hydrody-
namics over either of the two inner sand bars wherewaves were break-
ing. This reinforces the idea that estimated parametric barred profiles
will yield improved hydrodynamic predictions that are not overly
sensitive to the choice of parameters.

5. Discussion

Characterization of the hydrodynamics of the nearshore domain,
a common goal, requires knowledge of the underlying bathymetry,
something that is expensive tomeasure, rapidly changing and therefore
rare. However, it is not rare that we know something about model
domains of interest. For instance, air photos or other remote sensing
are commonly available to determine a shoreline, charts or climatolog-
ical data that can be used to determine a reference offshore contour and
approximate slope, while climatological foreshore slopes can reason-
ably be guessed from local knowledge or geology. The most dynamic
part of the system is the location of submerged sand bars, features
that are easy to detect using breaking wave signatures (e.g. Lippmann
and Holman, 1989; van Enckevort and Ruessink, 2001). The resulting
fluid models are not expected to be as accurate as those derived with
perfect bathymetry, but they are shown above to provide a good ap-
proximation of the cross-shore structure of important fluid dynamics
variables such as wave dissipation and wave height decay. The main
error, mis-location of cross-shore dissipation and resulting flows, is
forced to be small by the fact that the bar position itself is easily deter-
mined from breaking patterns forcing a correct cross-shore phase for
at least the detected bar.

The value of hsea is the least known parameter in the bar model. In-
accuracies in chosen value affect both the offshore extent of parametric
bars and their maximum amplitude. Fortunately, both sensitivities are
mostly evident at larger depths in the profile, presumably offshore of

Table 4
Comparison of hydrodynamics model results using the composite barred (middle two
columns) and Dean (right two columns) profiles compared to results using surveyed
data. Each comparison lists the bias and rms error. For xVpeak, the location of peak
longshore current and the correlation, r, with surveyed peak current locations are also
listed. Longshore current comparisons include error over the full transect (top data row)
as well as the magnitude and location of the peak current, Vpeak. The significant wave
height is simply compared over the full transect.

Barred Dean

Bias (rms)
(m/s or m)

r Bias (rms)
(m/s or m)

r

Longshore currents Full transect −0.01 (0.08) 0.05 (0.14)
Vpeak 0.05 (0.07) 0.07 (0.08)
xVpeak 5.2 (16.3) 0.85 21.1 (33.6) 0.12

Hs −0.02 (0.11) 0.07 (0.15)

Fig. 8. Cross-shore profiles of bathymetry (upper panel), longshore current (middle panel) and significantwave height (bottom panel) computed for the true and parameterized bathym-
etries for Eglin AFB, assuming hsea= 8m. AswithDuck, current andwave height decay for the barred profile is amuchbetter approximation of truth than the broad current and slowwave
height decay predicted for the unbarred parametric models.
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wave breaking for non-stormwaves. Thusmodel results are less sensitive
to those bathymetry errors that they are to surf zone bathymetry errors.

The current method is limited to 1DH profiles so does not represent
2DH bathymetry directly. However, a 2DHmorphology could potential-
ly be represented by an integrated set of adjacent 1DH slices. The poten-
tial success of this method would need further investigation.

Finally, it bears repeating that the parameterized profile proposed by
Dean makes no pretense of representing sand bars, so the compari-
sons and discussion made here should not be interpreted as criticism
of the Dean profile for longer term climate change and coastal response
purposes.

6. Conclusions

A method is proposed and tested for estimating equilibrium bathy-
metric profiles that include realistic sand bars superimposed on a con-
cave up background form. The bar function, taken from Ruessink et al.
(2003b), has a cosine formwith spatially variable amplitude and wave-
length whose characteristics are a function of the background profile
(long-term average depth) and a climatological estimate of the maxi-
mum depth of the sand bar activity. The cross-shore locations of all
bars and troughs are determined by a single phase that can readily be
estimated by almost any remote sensing modality. Previous literature
forms for the background equilibrium profile are extended with a new
composite form that blends an exponential nearshore concave up sur-
face with an asymptotic planar slope offshore, beyond the effects of
wave action. Aside from the cross-shore phase, the profiles depend on
four other parameters, all of which can be estimated from climatology
or approximate offshore chart data.

The parametric profiles are compared to survey bathymetry at three
locations. For the 253 measured profiles from Duck, NC, bias and rms
error were reduced in about 80% of the cases by using the barred para-
metric form compared to a standard monotonic equilibrium form. The
results were similar in tests at several Pacific Coast and one Gulf of
Mexico beaches. For cases for which the error statistics were not im-
proved, the predicted profiles often looked very similar to surveys but
with bars that were spatially misplaced at some locations, presumably
due to the transient (non-equilibrium) nature of the bar system at that
location and time. Nevertheless, the proper representation of bar-scale
features is required to allow realistic predictions of nearshore hydrody-
namics. Comparisons of predicted hydrodynamics using Delft3D on the
surveyed, barred and monotonic equilibrium profiles show that the

peak strength and cross-shore profile of longshore currents as well the
decay profile of wave height are much better predicted using barred
parametric versus monotonic equilibrium profile forms.
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